










Dilemmas of Inclusive Education㧔 1 㧕 
Focusing the difference of reference frames of social movements concerning to the 











































╬ᱜᡷᴺߩ⸥਄ޕߚߒಎᛕߦ㧕ᛯណߢળ✚ㅪ࿖ᐕ 6002㧔ޠ⚂᧦ࠆߔ㑐ߦ೑ᮭߩ⠪ኂ㓚ޟޔᐕ 4102 
ߩળ␠ߪ㒢೙ߩ਄ᵴ↢Ᏹᣣߩ⠪ኂ㓚ޔࠅ޽ߢⅣ৻ߩ㕟ᡷᐲ೙⠪ኂ㓚ౝ࿖ߚߌะߦಎᛕߩ⚂᧦หޔߪ
 ޕߚߞ޽ߢᱜᡷߊߠߣ߽ߦᣇ߃⠨ߩ࡞࠺ࡕળ␠ࠆߔߣࠆߓ↢ߡߞࠃߦኻ⋧ߩߣო㓚ߥ߹ߑ߹ߐ






















































































































ߦ࿖ోߪߢὐᤨᐕ 46㧔ޠ↹⸘ᐕࠞ 5 ஻ᢛᩞቇ⼔㙃ޟߦ⊛⋡ࠍᶖ⸃⋵⟎⸳ᧂࠄ߆ᐲᐕ 96ޕࠆ޽ߢߣ
૕⢇࡮ኂ㓚⊛⍮ࠄ߆ᐲᐕ27ޔ߇㧕ޕߚߞ޽61 ߽⋵ߩਅએᩞ2 ᢙᩞ⟎⸳ޔ߇ߚ޿ߡࠇߐ⟎⸳߇ᩞ422
































































 ޕ㧕13:6791 ㅪ㓚ో㧔ߚߍឝࠍ4 ੎㑵ᒢ♾್ⵙ೎Ꮕၳ⿒ߣ੎㑵ᱛ㒖ൻോ⟵ᩞቇ⼔㙃ޔߡߒ










































































































































































































 ޕࠆߥߦὐ6 ߩᰴޔߣࠆ߼ߣ߹ࠍᓽ․ߩ㐿ዷേㆇߩޠᵷኻ෻ൻോ⟵ޟ 
᜛ߦㅦᕆޔߡ߃⿥ࠍᗐ੍ߩ⠪ଥ㑐ޔߪേㆇኻ෻ൻോ⟵ᩞቇ⼔㙃ޔ㒠એᚑ⚿ㅪ㓚ోߩᐕ67ޔߦ1 ╙




























ቇਛߦㆀޔߩߩ߽ߚߞ߆ߥ߈ߢߪቇォߩ߳ᩞቇዊޔߌ⛯ߡߞߚࠊߦ᦬߆7 ᐕ5 ࠄ߆᦬8 ᐕ77 ࠍߤ
ᨐࠍ౉ォߩ߳ᩞቇਛߦᐕ18ޔࠇࠄ߼⹺߇㐳ᑧߩ㦂ᐕ⢒ᢎോ⟵߽ࠎߊ⼱᪢ޕߚߞขߜൎࠍቇ౉ߩ߳ᩞ
 ޕߚ߈ߢ߇ߣߎࠆㅍࠍᵴ↢ᩞቇਛޔ߇ߚߞ޽ߪߢ㑆ᐕ1 ߚߞߚޔߒߚ























ᐕ58 ࠄ߆ᩞ205 ߩᐕ87 ߪᢙᩞቇ⼔㙃ߩ࿖ోޕߚࠇߐᣉታߪ೙ോ⟵ᩞቇ⼔㙃ޔᣣ1 ᦬4 ᐕ9791 
805,12 ߪᢙ⚖ቇᱶ․ޕߚߒടჇߦੱ712,97 ࠄ߆ੱ291,05 ߽ᢙ⠪☋࿷ޔߦ㧕߻฽ࠍᩞಽ㧔ᩞ 237 ߪߦ
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